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Abstract—The new methods for the agriculture have to
improve the irrigation systems. Nowadays, an important part
of irrigation water is wasted. A new connected agriculture
needs to reduce that wastage by creating a sustainable
agriculture. To achieve that goal, we need to control the soil
moisture to perfectly adapt the water supply. This paper
presents a new connected sensor to monitor in real time the
irrigation impact on the fields. The challenges for this new
system are the ease of installation, the cost and the network
coverage. This work describes the design of this system and its
results in fields.
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separated by a dielectric, the soil. A cylindrical shape is
chosen to facilitate the soil insertion. The Fig. 1 presents this
design.

Fig. 1. First design of the sensor
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The water consumption is a new challenge for the
modern agriculture. Nowadays, water is wasted due to an
overdose during the irrigation which is about 20% [1]. These
losses can be limited by a real-time monitoring of the soil
[2]. In fact, few of agricultural exploitations are equipped
with a monitoring system [3-4]. Moreover, the sensors
deployed do not permit a real-time precise cartography of the
soil state. First, some sensors used are tensiometers [5] which
have a response time of several hours [6] and a phenomenon
of false measurement, the uncoupling [7].
A new technology was developed to solve these
problems and modernise the agricultural irrigation
installations, the capacitive sensors [8-9]. The main
advantage of this technology is a response time less than one
minute which permits a real-time monitoring on the hydric
state of the soil [10]. But their complex design [11-12] does
not make them easy to use and deconstructs the soil when
they are placed. Furthermore, with a special range of
frequencies, soil capacity depends also on its ionic
composition [13] which make possible the measure of soil
salinity. The combination of these two measurement,
moisture and salinity, can be obtain by only one sensor.
To break this design barrier, we based our design on an
affordable capacitive sensor which are compatible with a
large-scale deployment and an easy-to-use. First, this article
presents the first design and its optimisation. Then, the
electrical model of the sensor is described. The next section
is the design of the on-board electronic for the associated
measurement. Finally, the last section outlines the on-site
results of performance tests.
II. DESIGN OF THE CAPACITIVE SENSOR

The electrode thickness (less than 1/10mm) makes the
capacity between the electrode along the tube negligible. A
diameter of 20mm is chosen to minimize the soil destruction
at the soil insertion but to keep a solid resistance to
breakages.
This article will not present the optimisation of the
electrodes’ dimensions. To assure a diameter of 20mm for
the final sensor, the capacitive part has to have a 17mm
diameter. Moreover, the sensor has electrodes of 25mm of
width separated by a space of 8mm, like it is shown on the
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Optimized capacitor design

Thanks to an analyser, the capacity of the sensor is
measured for several soil moisture level. The Fig. 3 shows
this compartmental response.
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A. First design : the capacitor
Initially, design of the capacitive sensor is based on a
basic capacitor. The structure is composed of two electrodes
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Fig. 3 : Capacity response of the capacitor design
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III. MODELLING THE SENSOR

Beyond the sensitivity, the volume of soil probed is
necessary to be estimated. So, a COMSOL modelling of the
final elements was carried out. The volume is quantified on
the basis of the density of the electric field generated. The
simulation shows a volume of 1.32L probed with this design.
B. New shapes with higher performance
With the cylindrical shape having been optimized from a
geometric as well as a technological point of view, we now
focus on a more complete optimization of the sensitivity
and/or the volume of the probed soil. To do so, we propose
to optimize the electrodes’ shape factor.
The first parameter to optimise is the sensitivity. The
contact surface with the soil would determine the sensitivity
of the sensor. But according to the cost limitation, the
electrodes’ surface cannot be increased for this sensor, it
must be distributed along the full length of the cylinder.
Inspired by the strands of DNA, the electrodes take the form
of a double helix (left of the Fig. 4). The second parameter to
optimise is the volume probed. This parameter depends on
the electric field around the sensor. To increase its range, we
distribute the electrodes in shape of branches diametrically
opposed (right of the Fig. 4).

A. Frequency analysis
Given the sensor’s macroscopic capacitive behaviour, a
spectral analysis is necessary to distinguish the useful
frequency range. The first analysis (Fig. 5) compared
different composition of soil to determine the salinity.
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We can observe on this figure, an almost linear response
of the sensor capacity. This comportment eases the signal
processing needed in the electronic. We can observe also a
variation of 12.6pF for a 48% change of moisture which
gives a sensitivity of 0.26pF.%-1.
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Fig. 5. Capacity according to the salinity

There is a limit (4 MHz) where above the salinity has no
influence on the capacity. This means the moisture
measurement is independent of the soil salinity. But below
this limit, capacity increased with salinity. There are some
perturbations below 300kHz so we can use the range 300kHz
to 1MHz to measure the salinity.
We analyse now the comportment with the soil moisture
by an analysis beginning at 1MHz (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 4. New Shape designs

The Table l resumes the performance of the three design.
Electrode
Shape
Capacitor design
Double helix
Branches

Sensitivity
(pF.%-1)
0.265
0.4417
0.7188

Linear
response
Yes
Yes
No

Probed Soil
(L)
1.32
0.277
1.737

The sensor with branches is not only more sensitive,
0.7188pF.%-1, it also registers better soil volume, 1.737L.
Clearly, its response is not linear, but this can be easily
corrected with suitable measurement electronics. This shape
is, therefore, the most suitable for our study. But, in terms of
industrialisation, this shape also is the costliest due to the
discontinuous character of the electrodes. Manufacturers
agree that the cost of fabrication is two times higher,
compared to cylindrical or helicoidal shapes. Costs
limitations therefore prevailed over performance in the
choice of a helicoidal shape for the sensor.

This figure show that the capacity variations are inversely
proportionate to moisture. Moreover, there is a capacity
platform at about 15MHz. Beyond this limit, an inductive
parasitic effect is no longer negligible. The frequency to
measure the moisture is limit between 1MHz and 15MHz.
B. Electrical Model
Since sensor capacity is not perfect, we want to quantify
the ESR, ESL and Ctube imperfections of the equivalent
model. The Equivalent Series Resistor (ESR) is the
resistance that materialises contact between the two
electrodes, with a measured value of ESR = 105mΩ.
Equivalent Series Inductance (ESL) consists of the
connecting wires that induce the inductive behaviour
beyond 40MHz. Measurements show that ESL = 60µH.
Finally, inter-electrode capacity is equal to Ctube = 5.18fF.
The Fig. 7 reflects this model.

B. Integration
In the process of industrial production of the sensor, the
sensor tube will be manufactured according to an industrial
procedure. The first stage consists of devising a cylindrical
support tube. Then, the electrodes are produced according to
photolithography and by electrochemical deposit of copper
on a surface that has been made functional by a laser.
Finally, a nickel/gold layer is deposited to protect the copper
from oxidation. Since the sensor is to be inserted in the soil,
it needs to be mechanically solid so that it is not damaged
during its installation. As for the electronic board (Fig. 9), it
is inserted in the sensor tube so that it forms a compact unit
with no flexion points. To promote the mechanical longevity
of the ensemble, recesses (Fig. 9) have been specifically
sized.

ESR
Ctube

Csensor
ESL

Fig. 7. Electrical model of the sensor

In the following of this study, all the parasitic
effect (ESR, ESL and Ctube) will be neglected.
IV. ON-BOARD ELECTRONIC
A. Architecture
The architecture breaks down into two distinct parts (Fig.
8). The first part, the front end, permits the conversion of the
sensor’s capacity variations into one electric variation.
Bearing in mind the frequency of readings and the low cost
of the final system, the sensor is placed in a Colpitts
oscillator to allow a capacity conversion frequency that
depends on moisture or salinity. Since sensor must be able to
perform two measurements, we decided to use two different
oscillators set at fosc = 8MHz for moisture and at fosc =
500kHz for salinity.
The back end, or second part of the architecture, delivers
readings of the variations. To this end, the back end is
structured around one microcontroller embedded with a
frequency metre algorithm dedicated to double measurement
of a frequency. To minimise the effect of temperature on the
measurement, the microcontroller is equipped with a TCXOtype precision clock. To reduce the cost of the system, this
microcontroller’s frequency performances are voluntarily
limited, which explains why the frequency is divided. Once
this electronic treatment is accomplished, the back end
proposes two types of complementary outlets, an analogue
outlet that makes it possible to deliver voltage proportionate
to moisture or to salinity with the aid of a CAN and a digital
outlet that can be configured to establish a communications
link with a standardised protocol (slave SPI).
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Fig. 9. Electronic integration

To permit power supply and communication with the
system, a protective shield is directly soldered onto specific
landing pads. Finally, the sensor’s water tightness is ensured
by an injection of plastic into a mould.
C. To the final user
With the aim of deploying the sensors in the cultivated
fields, the architecture of the network is shown on Fig. 10. It
makes it possible to ensure the transmission of moisture and
salinity measurement readings to the user. This infrastructure
was developed with the support of the TCSD company. This
company markets systems that collect data for agriculture
(weather and soil).
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The Fig. 10 reflects the different stages of data collection:
• A concentrator supervises four sensors. It then
communicates this data by a wire connection with an
SDI-12 protocol, either by a radiofrequency link on the
ISM 868MHz band to allow total control of the exchange
protocol.

• Data then goes through the other network nodes that
could be concentrators used in repeating mode or weather
data collection points that also could serve as the bridge.
• Data finally arrive at a base station connected to the
Internet, where information is stored on an on-line server.
From then on, the user can consult the data by means of a
web interface or mobile application.
V. ON-SITE TESTS
After the system is installed and deployed in cultivated
and irrigated fields, moisture monitoring performance is
compared to that of the major players in the market:
Decagon. As this work continues, the sensor that we have
developed is called IRRIS for IRRIgation Ingénierie
Systèmes.
The Fig. 11 presents measurement readings in an orchard
that is cultivated all year round. Data from the IRRIS sensor
shown on the graphic reflect ten days of surveillance and are
compared with that of the Decagon sensor.

obtain a sensor that has the same performance as the market
leaders but for lower cost and a new functionality.
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